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Northeastern Receives Education Grant
Northeastern Illinois University has been awarded a grant of
$131,730.00 by the U. S. Office of
Education to establish a teacher
center on the Northwest Side
serving 7,000 public and private
teachers.
Of the 60 universities applying
for grants, Northeastern was
among six selected. Others included Purdue University, the
University of New Mexico.
California! State at Northridge,
Goddard College, Vt. and
Glassboro State College, N.J .
Among the largest grants in
Northeastern's history, it will be
renewable on a non-competitive
basis following evaluation by the
Office of Education.
Dr. Jerry B. Olson, Associate
Professor of Education and
director of the project, said, "If
this kind of center s ~, it
could serve as a model for other
metropolitan areas throughout

The Chicago Teachers' Center
will assist in the improvement of
reading and mathematics instruction a nd develop strategies
to cope with occupational stress.
It will serve Public School Districts I. 4. 5, 6 and 25 and the
private schools they encompass.
The director said, "The program will be providing staff development support to teachers at
the center site and through an
out-reach program in the
schools."
Under the grant. a Teacher
Center Policy Board will set major policy, allocate budget and
hire staff. Composed of 25 members, nine are from the Chicago
Teachers Union and four from
the Chicago Archdiocesan
Teachers Association (C.A.T.A.).
John Jasionowski, a teacher at
Yates Upper Grade Center, will
act as policy board president. Dr.
Stephen H. Brown, Assistant
Superintenden or
ruction,

Do We Need A Library Key Club?
The question of Student usage
· of the study cubicles on the 4th
floor of the Library still remains
in limbo, the penitential ~phere it
has occupied for over a year.
Bob Kosinski, Student Government President, related the
answer to·his investigation of the
matter to the Senate during its
meeting of Sept. 25. He stated
that Mel George, head librarian.
was reluctant to allow IA'ldergraduates to use the 40 private
study rooms at this time. The re-

ason for this 1s that there is an alleged problem of vandalism.
To counter this problem, the
rooms will be individually locked
and keys assigned to persom
authorized to use them. This will
take 2 or 3 mooths to effect, and
then only graduate students or
faculty who are engaged in research will be allowed to l15e
them. The logic for this is that it
will be easier for these people to
have a place where they can
leave materials undisturbed

them. They will have means of
const ru cti ng
in structional
materials and contacting volunteers, retired people or businesses for help in classrooms.
The center will be open afternoons, some evenings arid
Saturdays. On invitation, teacher
center personnel will go to the
schools to provide assistance and
develop an, on-going support
system .
Dr. Olson said. " This year, it is
hoped 1,000 teachers will take
part in the project's activities."
The Teachers' Center Director
·can be contacted for further information at 583-4050, ext. 8328.

will be among five represen- center. In the first year. a model
tatives of the Board of Educa- in-service program will be detion. Dr. Paul Mars of North signed and implemented in a dePark College and Sr. Margaret monst ration school near
Haas, Field Services Coordinator Northeastern's main campus.
for the Archdiocese of Chicago, . 5500 North St. Louis Ave.,
are also on the board as well as Chicago.
"This effort to link the exfive
professo~s
from
pertise of professors and
Northeastern Illinois University.
" It should be a unique social classroom teachers should have
experience in that it will bring a positive effect on revising
together administrators, pro- education courses and changing
fessors and teachers of both teacher education."
Some center workshops will be
public and private sectors. Dr.
Olson addes, "The focus of the · led by master teachers so that
teacher center will be on teacher teachers will be able to identify
problems as defined by professional development needs
and plan how the staff can assist
teachers."
The teacher center will use a
team approach in providing staff
development. . There will be a
director, center coordinator, and
two resource teachers. They will
work in tandem with five university faculty members and
travel to the schools and
'"'c,:,....._-~...,-""-,......faci itate workshops at the

rather than having to lug them
around. The Senate agreed that
this is fine for graduate stud~ts
but that faculty members have
private offices that they can lock
and in which they can leave such
materials, and that rooms ~t in
use for· such projects should be
available for anyone who needs a
private place to study. as we all
occasionally do.
President Kosinski further
stated that Mr. George had been
liberal enough to leave open the

Begin~ng on October 23. the University Counseling Center will be
holding workshops to assist studen~ with their advance registration
for the sinter trimester. 1be workshop; are set up to accommodate
15-20 students and each session will last one hour. The workshops are
mainly to a~ist second trimester Freshmen but are open to any student who has 'questions and feels they might need assistance in select-.
ing courses for next trimester.
There will be 36 workshops offered and due to the limited nwnber of
students in each session. students must sign up for the workshop they
wish to attend.
Anyone interested should stop by the University Counseling Center .
B-115 and sign up for a session.
TIME ~HEDULE FOR WORKSHOPS
October 23 - Monday - 10:00
October 24 - Tuesday - 1: 00
October 25 - Wednesday- 11: 00
October 26 - Thursday - 1: 00
October 27 - Friday- 10:00 and 1:00
October 30- Monday - 10:00, 11 :00, 1:00, 2:00
October 31 - Tuesday - 10:00, 11 :00, 1:QO, 2:00
November 1- Wednesday-10:00, 11 :00, 1:00, 2:00. 4:00
November 2 - Thurdsay -10:0011:00, 1:002 :00
November 3'-Friday-10:00, 11 :00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00
November6-Monday-10:00, 11:00, 1:00, 2:00
November7-Tuesday-10:00, 11 :00, 1:00, 2:00

Don't Forget
To Vote!
r
Senate Elections
Tues. & Wed. Oct.
17th & 18th 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
·1n

The Village Square
possibility that, maybe-someday
the rooms would be available to
general use. However, this is not
a sufficient answer given the
time and discussion that has been
spent on this matter. The Senate
body requested that President
}S:osinski initiate further dialogue

with Mr. George. I would go
further and invite Mr. George to
reply through the PRINT, be it a
letter-to-the-editor or a full article delineating his intentions for
the usage of these rooms. After
all , the scholarly Rafter Goblins
on campus need a place to roost.

Veterans' News
Every 'veteran in the state of ble Monday through Friday
· Illinois has access to the from 8' a.m. to 5 p.m. Ramsey
Veterans Administration re- asked that all veterans calling
gional office in Chicago by way the office concerning any of
of toll-free telephone lines.
their benefits be prepared to
Donald R. Ramsey, director, give their claim number or their
reminded veterans this week service number so that their
that eight Illinois cities have a files can be located as fast as
local number listed in their possible, and an answer to their
telephone directories that cons questions be made quickly.
nects them directly to the
In chicago, veterans should
Chicago office.
call 663-5510. However, if they
In all other a reas of the state, live in an area that Chicago is a
and in a reas in the eight cities . toll call , they may use the
that may have a different three- 000--972-5327 number.
digit prefix, there is a toll-free
Veterans who wish to call the
" 800" number available.
VA from Bloomington should
Telephone service is available dial 829-4374 ; in Carbondale,
Monday through Friday from 8 457 - 8161 ; in Champaign ,
a.m. to 5 p.m. Ramsey asked 344-7505 ; in Decatur, ~9445 ;
that all veterans calling the of- East St. Louis, 274-5444; Peoria,
fice concerning any of their 67~1 or 674-0902 ; · Rockford.
. benefits be prepared to give
968-0538 ; and Spr ingfield .

their claim number or their
service number so that
11 Telephone service is availa-

789-1246.

In all other localities the
number is 1-800-972-5327.
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letters

Library Loss
Dear Editor,
One very important mode of
study was taken away from ·
some of the students here at
Northeastern when the individividual study rooms on the
third and fourth floors of the
library were closed this fall to
undergraduate students.
I clearly understand that tthe
privilege of using these rooms
was abused by students who
locked materials was abused by
students who locked materials
into the rooms thus damaging
door locks , and of course
because of vandalism by some
of the cruder students here who
don't deserve the privilege of being let out of their cages, let
alone be alloweed to use a
library the caliber of
Northeastern' s.
I would like to suggest that a
few of these rooms be opened to
undergraduate students under

conditions similar to these :
1) The students wishing to use
these rooms sign-out for them at
one of the librarians desks, leaving a U.N.I. I.D.
2) The student is assigned a
room where he or she may
study. That student is liable for
any damages incurred while he
or she is using that room.
3) The rooms be checked over
by a member of the library staff
prior to returning I.D.'s to the
student. This would insure that
the system would be adhered to,
and that it would work.
These suggestions may or may
not be helpful in re-opening the
study rooms. Keep in -mind
however, that there are many
students who use these rooms
for their intended purposes, and
are now at a loss when it comes
to finding a quiet place to study
in a very noisy school.
Thank-you
Chris Basis

Three to Speak
on Alcoho•lism
by: Mitchell Reuber
Alcoholism is a serious problem in our society. Estimates of
the incidence of the disease in the
United States range up to 9
million cases of 4.5 percent of the
population. Some studies have
found that up to 50 percent of pstients in a general hospital suffer
from medical problems caused
or aggravated by · the use of
alcoholic beverages. It is
estimated that 25 percent of all
Americans have been affected by
the alcohol abuse of a close
friend or relative.
This topic concerns all of us,
especially those entering the
" helping professions". Without a
doubt, teachers. social workers,
and
clinical-counseling
!EYChologists must at some point
in their careers deal with the problem of excessive drinking and
the havoc it wreaks in the lives of
those close to the alcoholic.
Consider the number of professionals required to deal with a
disease which affects 25 percent
of the population. These lectures
offer an opportunity to gain
knowledge which is not readily
available in the university community.
The first speaker in our series
will be Janice Eddy who has been
counseling alcholoics and their
families for a numberof years
and is now associated .with the
Grant Hospital Alcoholism Program, one of the most prestigious
in the city. She will present an
overview of the diagnosis and
treatment of alcoholism on October 19, at 7 :00 PM in room
cc271 in the commuter center. On
October 26, Craig Munson, director of inpatient services for the
Grant Hospital Program, will
speak on the family dynamics of
alcoholism. This lecure should be
interesting both from 1he ~
point of al~µsm and of family
dynamics' and. family therapy. , ·

.

On
November 2, · Donna
Palmer, of the Women' s
Residence, a " halfway house"
for alcoholic women, will lecture
on the special problems of
alcoholic women and the special
services required to deal with
them . Most research on
alcoholism to date has used male
subjects resulting in huge gaps in
our understanding of both the
physiological and psychological
effects of alcohol on women and
the syndrome of alcohol abuse in
women. The program which Ms.
Pal111er directs may be the only
alcoholism program in the area
which works exclusively with
women. It is also unusual in the
almost unheard of recovery rate
of 8.5 percent of those who complete the three month program.
On November 9, Boris
·. Tabakoff, of the University of illinois Medical Center will present a lecture entitled Biological
Adaptation as Exemplified by
Alcohol
Tolerance and
Withdrawal. Dr. Tabakoffs research aims at understanding the
chemical and biological processes associated with alcohol
addiction. It is hoped that
knowledge of these processes will
lead to the development of procedures for biochemical intervention which are desperately
needed to supplement the
counseling and psychotherapy
now pevalent in the treatment of
alcoholism.
Once again, all lectures will be
presented at 7:00 PM in room
cc271 in the commuter center. A
question and answer ses&on will
follow each lecture. Please feel
free to ask not only abvqabout
the lecture topic but also about
careers in the field. Refreshments will be served at each lecture and it is hoped that this important intellectual opportunity
will be a pleasant occasion as
well.
v•

What should
be done?
Dear Editap Last night I was studying on
the third floor of the library and
was trying with little success to
crack a genetics problem. Suddenly out of the shadows ran a
small creature squeaking with
delight. It ran across my view
and disappeared around a corner. Courageous little bugger, I
thought to myself and went hathought to myself and went back
. to my studies.
Genetics, like all science, is
supposed to make infinite sense.
And it does, provided you put in
long hours, have a quiet-place to
study, and have an average intellect
like for instance Einstein's.As of late I've only been
able to achieve one out of three.
This time two of the little
creatures dashed out and
stopped not five feet from where
I sat. Their beady little eyes

were bugging out and their little
noses were twitching. Sure they
looked cute, they all do, but
their noise was driving me wild.
I was going to jump up and
crushthem li!ce mice but I
restrained . After all their
parents would be rather IJl)Set
·and high school students have
rights too I suppoose.
They weren't really talking
loudly, it's just that they were
screaming softly. Unrestrained
chatter abounded as they shot
up and down the stairs, in and
out of study rooms and just plain
to and fro like molecules of gas
under pressure and heat. . ,
I politely said but they must
have thought I had sneezed
because they kept on talking.
Just to emphasize how illmannered they were, they didn't
even ~Y God bless you.
·
I could have gotten up and

tryed to reason with them but .
let's face it folks, that would
have been futile. That is unless
the reasoning used quick
punches in the place of periods.
I could have walked oyer and
insisted that th~Y: _keep quiet.
Then I could have gotten up
again to repeat myself. Then
gotten up again' a third time etc.
etc. I didn't because it's not my
responsibility to police the
library and play den mother to
these pimple farmers.
A few nights ago I had the
pleasure of watching Sophie
Black the , director of public
services tangle with a group of
kids . There was quite a
scurmish. It concluded with Ms.
Black escorting the prepuberty
nurds out the front door. But
why should library personnel
have to spend their time in this
manner? I say they shouldn't.
Well then, what's the answer?
As of yet there aren't any. Until
there are, I suggest that the
front desk provide free ear plugs
to anyone who requires a quiet
environment to study in.
Robert Gerber

Jacob Clark's

"The Five Mile House"
The world-premiere of Jacob Festival and his play "1be Dunlap), her fiance: Also awaitClark's original play "The Five Claybird" was produced at UNI ing Johnny's arrival.are Doona's
Mile House" will open October 5 last year.
son, Wayne Junior (David Jen..
in the Stage Center Theatre in
Directed by Durward Redd, drycki ((, Maida Roberts (Kate '
the Performing Arts Building, " The Five Mile House" oon- Gianaris( , AND Maida's mother
formerly " F-wing." Tickets for cerns the relationships of a (Michele Dunlap) .
the performances, which will handfull of residents at a trailer
Greg
Cutpla is the Stage
run October 5,6,12,13, and 14 at court in Coles COlDlty, Illinois.
Manager for the production, as7:30 p.m . and on October 15, at Doma ( plaayed by Mary .Cay sisted by Sheryl Lebovits, Lights
3:00 p.m ., may be purch&'ied at Roberts) and her second will be controlled by Sleeve
. the Stage Center box office in husband, •Si.d ( Dick Hesler), pre- Fedoruk and the set has been
the P AB or by calling 583-4050
pare the trailer court for the ar- designed by Stanley Nowinski.
extension 535. Ticket prices,are : rival of Johnny (Jerry Brown),
Judges from the American
Free to UNI students with a · Donna's brother, who left to find College Theatre Festival will
valid I.D., $21.25 for other stu- fame as a Demolition Derby view the production to dedents and senior citi:r.ens, and ' driver . Cheryl ( Cindy termine whether it may be en- .
$2.50 for all others.
Zakrewski) must sort out her tered in the competition in
The play, which has been in feelings for Johnny, her former LaCrosse, WISCOl1Sin, later in
rehearsal for four weeks, has · boyfriend , and Larry (Gary , the year.
been personally supervised by
the playright, Jacob Clark,
whose plays have been produced
at Te m piebuell College in
Denver, Colorado, at the National Honors Competition in
P ~ , the offic:ially recognized student newspaper aerving NortbKenosha , Wisconsin, and at Ileutern' Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Lowa Ave., Chicago, Ill.
linois State University in Bloom60625, is published each Friday during the regular academic year.
ington-Normal, Illinois. His playMaterial published herein is not to be·confused with views expressed
" Dust Summer" was entered in
by the university adminiatratioa.
the American College Theatre
The editors have sole authority governing ail material submitted
and resene..the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not accep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for• the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly . by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an- ·
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted mater-

,r

Bunnell

at

UNI

ial.

Dr. Robert A. Bunnell, 1508 N.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
Kaspar, Arlington Heights, has
hetters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
joined Northeastern Illinois
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged. ·
University as director of rerhe office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is S83-4o50, extensions
search and development. Bun508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
nell comes to Northeastern from
dOled, call direct 583-4065.
Sangamon State University
where he was an associate proEditor-in-Chief ............... . . . ..... ... Tom Grossmayer
fessor of administration and
public affairs, and coordinator
i Associate Editor .. .. .. ... . . .. . . ... ... ..... William R7.epka
of grants and contracts.
· Co-Sports Editors ... ........ . John Stepal. Dick Quagliano
Previously he was associated
Photo Editor .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .George L. Raiman. Jr.
with the Ford Foundation as a
Business Manager . .. . .. . ... . ........... .. Diana Saunders
program advisor in education.
Graphic Editor ... . . . . . .. . ..... ... .. .... . . .. . Mark Schultz
Asia and the Pacific Program,
Faculty Advisor . ~ : . . ... . . .. . . . ..... . ..... .... Tom Hoberg
working out of New York City
and Manila.
, Staff: Hector Carabez. Kathy Collins. Mike Com. Jay
Bunnell received his doctorate
Geller. Robert Kosinski. Steve Romanoski, C a ~
in educational administration
Smith. A.B. Richards. Ellen Tursky. Walter1WeissJCheryl
from the University of Chicago
•Zub, Dave Bahke. Dan Pearson. Siddy Ziegler. Sue Niro!.
where he was a staff associate
DaveRaulli.
at the Midwest Administration
Photographers: Sam Giberstien. Dick Quagliano. George
Center. He is a graduate of
L. Raiman. Jr .. Steve Saunders; Rochelle Gordon. Claire
Northwestern University and re- Castello.
ceived his master's degree in
Graphics : George L. Raiman. Jr.. Mark Schulz.
education from Northern Illinois
~
.
. University.
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-commentary

byDaveBachi
of student rights than any other
VOTE--" Aw, sho cares?" Un- senate body at any university in
fortunately this is a common at- the entire state. The reason for
titude .in any kind of election. For this is that our Senate is the only
example, Presidential elections one given full control over Stumay only attract between 60 and dent Fees monies. Yearly. this
75 percent of the eligible voters to comes to $300.000.00 that is
. the polls, while state. county and budgeted for and requested by
local elections that receive less clubs and organizations on campublicity may have an , even pus and administered by Student
poorer turnout, " So-who cares?" · Fees and Allocations. one of the
We all should.
Senate'-s three standing comLet's look closer to home and mittes are the Charter Review
:zero in on the UNI Student Senate Board and the Parking Appeals
elections. Of a student population Board. Charter Review grants
of 10,000 or more members. only temporary charters to new or600 to 700 students generally vote. ganizations and after a probaThis is a miniscule 6 to 7 percent tionary period, allows or disof the school voting on matters allows a permanent charter.
that concern us all. " Who Parking Appeals decides on
cares? " YOU-each of us as an in- whether or not a person was
dividual should-had better.
legitimately given a disputed
The
Student Senate at ticket; and consequently. if they
Northeastern has the potential to have to pay the fine . All memexercise more 'power· in support bers of these committees are stu-

Be Heard: Vote
Tues & Wed Oct. 17 & 18th
dents . ( with the exception of one
faculty member on Fees) and are
appointed by the Senate.
In addition to the above committees. many university level
committees such as Grade
Redress. Search and Screen
Committees to fill administrative
posts, the UNI Planning Commission and others have places
for student representation. Committes of this sort allow students
a voice in determining what is going to happen, who is going to do
it, and when, where and how it
will be accomplished. Again,
these positions are filled by
Senate appointment.
What this all comes down to is
that if you don' t care who is on
the Senate-which handles your

money and appoints people to
committees and which makes decisions that affect you-then you
are throwing away your voice in
how this university functions .
Now--stop right there-don't say
"Well. I'm only there part time
at night and all this really doesn' t
matter to me." --it does. The
following examples are areas in
which student opinion. voiced
through the Sente and the PRINT
have resulted in expanded
services and facilities :
1. Late evening and Saturday
Library hours--a year or so ago,
it closed a lot earlier. 2. Snack
shop service at night. 3. The Book
Nook now stays open to 7:30 pm.
4. Admissions and Record will
now be open two evenings a

ANSWERS : ( 1) c (2) b (3) c-18
( 4) a-10 (5) c-10 (6) b (7) c-1959.
L. A. vs. Chi. (8) b (9) a-6 ( 10) b.

'

You must put a number· ori the Shirley Fisher · ·
spacee provided. All other marks SamGhanem
will count onlu as ·one vote. All Samuel Giberstein
persons must present one form of Thomas E . Golembiewski
identification before being al- Carrie Laura Hassen
lowed to vote.
Clifford Holm
Every person is urged to vote Scott Latza
for the person' s who will Maureen Linker
represent them for one full year. Othoniel Negron _
beginning November 1. Students Margaret Padilla
are urged to use their right to Richard Quagliano
vote. Here is a list of cam- George L: Raiman. Jr.
didates :
· Irene M. Sipp
DavtdBachi
April J . Smith
Ygal Baruch
Kevin Sprow
C. Bridges
Holly A. Webb
Wallace Bryant
Malika Willoughby
Lopez Carlos
Donna Wilson
Donald P . Collins
Student Senate also a nriounced
Yousef H. Daoud
the election. of Lucy Petrone as a
Sandy Davidson
. Supreme Court Justvce. She will
Tim Eannarino
assume this position immediateTherdore L. Eberly
ly.

Would
you··

Of course you would.
You work hard. And you're good
at it. Like most Americans.
But, if all of us did just a
· little better, we'd wind
up with better products, better
services and even more
pride in the work we do.

hire

America. It only works
as well as we do. ·

you?
Ni /It.AN
..Sl &N

l.d () l,{t.p·

'()"-

r 11,s P~7'/TION.

Q1fE4r/

All of this is only a brief sampling of the involvement of students in activities which ultimately pass through the Student Senate. our laisort to the
university' s administration. It
may not be perfect, but it is all
we' ve got. Your apathy can ruin
it-or. your help can make it better. " Who cares? " --1 do. and I
hope you do too. .
Student Senate elections will be
held on October 17 and 18 from
9:00 am to 7:00 pm in the Village
Square. GET OUT AND VOTE.

Quiz Answers

Student Senate Elections
To ee ·Held
Twenty;'eight persons have
submitted their candidacy for
thirteen positions on the student
senate in an election to be held
next Tuesday and Wednesday.
October' s 17 and 18. This is one of
t he
largest
numbers of participating candidates in
several years.
Their will be election tables set
up at the Northeastern main
campus as well as the four offcampus centers ( El Centro.
Westside, Uptown, and Center
for Inter city Studies).
Voting procedures will be the
same a s they have been in the
past E ach student will be given
13 votes. The student may then
give a ll 13 votes to one candidate,
or the student may divide their
votes any way untik he or she reaches the 13 they are entitled to.

week. 5. UNI officials are checking into a sliding "fees per hour"
schedule to make charges more
equitable for the student who
takes only 1 or 2 courses.

-ccAa

Goes
Under Water
ing underwater movie , " The
by Kathy Telposky
C.C.A.B. under?
UNDER Deep" will be presented.
The main highlight of the week
WHAT? UNDER WATER ! ! No
we' re not drowning. We are just will be " The Stan Waterman
having an " UNDER WATER Show". Mr. Waterman did the
WEEK'' October 16 through Oc- underwater photography for both
tober 20. The C.C.A.B. Lecture " The Deep" and "Blue Water,
and Movie Committees have White Death" and he has also on
come together to bring you this the " American Sportsman1 '. Stan
entert.tining and interesting Water man will be presenting his
week. ( For all you shark lovers, show Thursday at 1:00 pm in the
it should prove to be quite a treat . Auditorium . I' m sure you
All the fun iskicked off on Mon- wouldn' t want to miss it.
day, October 16. There will be a
Last but not least. oo Friday
Treasure Hunt in the school' s will be an afternoon of fun in the
pool from 11 :00 am until 12 :00 pool ! Water Games Will Games
pm. There will be $.'iO dollars in will be sponsored by the Special
change waitingto be found. Events Committee between 12 :00
(Swimsuits are provided by the pm to 3: 00 pm. Come join us for a
school.) It should prove to be a fun week .
. Well this is the whole week of
very rewarding search.
On Tuesday, at 1:00 pm in the fun. If you are the type of person
Unicorn, the first of our two mov- who likes excitement this is for
ie thrillers, " Blue Water, White you. But if you think you might be ·
Death" will be shown. Following, a little squeamish, you' ll be suron W,ednesday evening at 7 :00 pm prised how much fun you will
in the Auditorium, another excit- have ALL week .

-r11t ~£1/(Jl,U-r,o·N

ST11., J.J'l£.S ! Dot.tJ/11 t.tJ1TII

,o~

-r,1£/tl Yo"~L s,r..,.,
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Jl,f/11 CIIINES IN 71,/£' Llt3R4,ey. .
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an-nouneements

The Astronomy Club will host a Star Party on Wednesday. October 11.
at 7:00, in front of the Science Building. Bring a telescope if you have
one. E veryone is welcome. The Physics Dept. will make their
telescopes available .
In ca se of marginal weather. ca ll Mike at 725-3961. after 5:00. If the
sky is overcast, then you may a ssume that the SSTAR PARTY IS
CANCELED.

What Every Writer Should Know : The Art of Interviewing Mini-U
course. Lea rn how to get interviews with famous people. How to sell
your stories for$$$. !Famous guest lecturers. Instructor : Linda Cain.
freelance writer and editor . Ba chelor of Science in Journalism .
Northwestern University. Monday eves .. ( 1013 to 11-13) 8-9:30 p.m .
Room S-364. See "Ca reers· · in Mini-U Brochure. Or call Linda Cain at ·
647-7702 Ext. 263.
UNI Orchesis- the international dance organization, is now planning
their student concert to be performed March 30 and-31. Becau.5e it is
entirely student run, many students are needed in different faces of
the production area, including performers. choreographers, technicians (lighting, sound, etc). public relations, costuming and more.
There will be a mandatory meeting to discuss this concert on Thursday October 19, at 1: 00 in the dance studio ( A 113). We would like to
encourage any interested students to attend.

Pll

The following Musical Events will be presented by the Department of
Music during the week of October 16th, 1978:
Monday, October 16
Jazz Clinic
2:00 pm, Music Building, M-100
Tuesday,October l7
Jazz Ensemble Rhythm Section
" The Northeastern Connection"
Aaron Home, director
1:00 pm , Commuter Center, 1st floor
Thursday, October 19
UNI Jazz Ensember
Aaron Horne. director
Bunky Green, guest soloist
8:00 pm , Auditorium
Friday, October 20
Faculty Voice Recital
Sister Maureen Sauer. mezzo soprano
and Guest Artists
7:30 pm, Auditorium
Admission is free to all events. For further infonnation call extension

Ill

The Newman Community will be having a Rummage Sale next Fri. &
Sat. , October 20 & 21 from 9 am - 6 pm. The Newman Center is located
at 5450 N. Kimball . Why not stop by.
Share with other Women on Campus your account of Verbal, Mental .
or Physical Abuse you have experienced by writing a description and
submit it to the womens services: Bll4. Information WWILL BE
DISCUSSED ON A PANEL TO BE HELD Nov. 30th. Contact Womem
Services ext. 375 or 376 for further information.
The Student Senate annotmces vacancies on the following committees : (1) Committee to discus.5 the Student Grievance Policy ( 2 students) ; ( 2) Committee to assess the needs of part-time students ( 1 student) ; ( 3) Search and Screen for Director of University Relations ( I
student) ; ( 4) Planning Revue Group for the College of Arts and
Sciences ( 2 students in the College of Arts and Sciences) .
All interested students should contact Robert Kosinski in the Student CGovernm~ t office ( E-210) or at ext. 501 before October 30.

443.

Dancers are needed to perform in the Opera Workshop's production of
" The Bartered Bride" . Rehearsals will be held on Tuesday evenings
and performances will be given on December 1, 3. and 9. If interested.
contact Dr. Ronald Combs. Music Department. ext. 495, room A-126.

The next Student Senate Meeting will be held on October 30 at 7:00
p.m . in room CC-216.
- SERBIAN RESTURANT

The UNI Wilderness Society will hold general elections on Tuesday,
October 24, 1978 at 1:00 pm in the Science Building room 156. Nominations open Tuesday, October 17, 1978 same time and room.

3321 West Bry n Mawr

Art Work by UNI Alumni!! The North River Community Gallery, 3307

Chicago. Illinois 60659

W. Bryn Mawr. will be exhibiting works by Northeastem's Art Alumni, October 20 through November 15. Opening reception will be Oct. 20,
5to8pm.

l UN C H

An Effective Parenting Skills Class sponsored by Women's Services
will be offered for 8 Thursdays beginning October 19 in the Science
Building Room 134 from Noon until 2 pm. To Register call Ext . 375 or
sign up in the Women' s Services office Room B 114 - IINSTRUCTOR
+ Lil Perlman.

AT NOON
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There will be a meeting of the SSpanisb Club on Tuesday, October 'Zl.
The meeting to finaliza plans for International Day will be held at I :00
in room 2044. Todos bienvenidos! !
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There will be a Greek Club meeting held on Tuesday. COctober 17. in
the Commuter Center, room will be announced.
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The College Youth Against Disabilities (CYAD) will hold its first
meeting on Tuesday. October 17, 1978 at 1:00 pm in room 3-31 of the
Classroom Building. We will be discussing future events. New and old
members are welcome.

1111

Thinking about going back to school or work? A group is forming to
discuss these concerns about returning to school or work. If interested
in joining this group contact Marge Witty. Women's Services x375 B-114. Mettings will be Thursdays. 2:00 - 3:30 pm beginning October
26th. There is no charge.

The Italian Club will hold a very important meeting on Tuesday. Oct.
17, 1978. Final plans for International Day will be disscussed. All
members must attend.

The Third Annual International Day Fair will be held on Thursday.
Oct. 19, 1978 from 9:00 am until 3L :OO pm. Enjoy food, dancing and displays. Everyone is welcome.
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267-0295 / 338-7393

15% Discount whh Student to
(Dinner Onty; After 5 p .m.)
Mon. & Tues. Live Piano Music

The Women's Studies Program would like to announce its next Brown
Bag Seminar, with "The Black Woman in History" as the topic. Dr.
Bettye Parker, BOG-BA Coordinator. and Dr. Iva Carruthers, Chair.
· Sociology Department. will talk about the P.I.E. course on black
. women they will offer this winter. Bring your lunch and come join the
discussion in CC 216 at I pm October 17.

The Annual Fall Convention of the Illinois Council for Exceptional
Children will take place November 2-4. It will be held at the Hyatt
Regency O'Hare. If you have not pre-registered. please do so.
postmarked by October 16th. Registration forms are availabel outside
the Special Education office.

The Chicago Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Women wishes to extend an open invitation to any Foreign Student who would like to spend
a day with an American Catholic family during the coming academic
year or on any holiday such as Christmas or Thanksgiving. They and
their families are most anxious to meet their newinternational friends
and look forward to this opportunity for interesting discussion and
cultural exchange.
If interested. please send your name. home country and phone
numberto ACCW
155 E . Superior Street - sixth floor
Chicago. Illinois 60611
or call
Mrs. O'Donnell at 328-9656.

If you are interested in the publication and performance of quality
poetry and short fiction, Apocalypse is interested in you. Apocalypse
is the literary organization based at UNI. We publish a magazine and
sponsor live readings of original poetry. We need people who read and .
write , think and act. If you have writing talent. promotional talent.
critical talent. or even a vague interest in what we do, you cordially
invited to an open meeting of Apocalypse on Monday. Oct. 16th. at 4:00
pm, in the Apocalypse office. You know where that is. don't you?
Right across from the Game Room. right next to the Typing Center.
Casual dress is suggested.

Applications for ECED 315 Practicum.....
Methods with Pre-Practice
For January. 1979
Any Early Childhood Education Major who is in their senior year and
completed all requirements and wishes to apply for PRACTICUM
must attend one of the following meetings :
Wednesday-Oct. 18. 1978-at 10 am-in Room 3-096
Thursday-Oct. 19, 1978-at 2 pm-in Room 3-096
NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED FOR JANUARY 1979
PRACTICUM AFTER OCT. 19. 1978

Women's Support and Consciousness Raising Group will meet for the
first time this Friday. October 13 in Room B-114. The group will be
convened by Marge Witty. Coordinator of Women's Services.
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The Bands Should
Have Been Canned
by: Dave Raalli

crowd wished that they wouldn't
have.
P.M., but instead of the wannup
With the spotlight revolving
band, 1994, arriving on stage at around the lead vocalist, Karen
that time, we were presented Lawrence, we were at first led to
their unpackaged drumset, half a believe that this band was trying
dozen roadies ready to begin to bull their way into a rock elite
work for the evening, and the that includes Annie Wilson and
second playing of Cheap Trick's Heart, or Linda Ronstadt, Waddy
new album, Heavan Tonight, Wachtel and their band. who both
through the P.A. system in less boast beautiful. powerful
than ninety minutes. Two hours vocalists. The ilh.L5ion was
earlier, the rest of the crowd of almost convincing during the
two thousand and myself had first number, but then wore off as
paid our admission price of two the performance dragged on.
cans of food, and although we
The lead guitarist, Steve Schiff.
were not too ·happy with the de- played with much style and
lay, we knew we couldn't beat the poise, and was probably the
price anywhere, and remained · main reason the audience sat pafairly passive, despite high tiently through the show. Steve's
pitched obscene screams aimed occasional lead licks gave some.
at the roadies between the songs but not enough hope to lackluster
being churned out from the performance by 1994 and
mountain of speakers onstage.
espec ially .singer, Karen
WLUP had a great idea when Lawrence.
they sponsored this, the first
Karen' s voice held up for two
" can-jam" , staged Friday, Oc- songs before yielding to cracks in
tober 6th, ~t the Riviera Theatre. the higher registers and in the
Unfortunately, the two bands more difficult keys. Not only did
that made up the show were what her voice occasionally crack. but
should have been canned. The en- it was absolutely not understantire production, from the in- dable all evening.
troductions by the D.J .'s, to the
Karen' s buttocks shaking
monotonous drumroll endings
produced by both bands was, and techniques, used when she
I put it mildly, unprofessional. wanted to signal to the lighting
1944 was an hour late with their director that the spotlight should
debut, and when they finally did be shifted to Schiff, was aa piece
appear, it was apparent that the of performance stolen right off
The show was to begin at 8:oo

the celluloid of the aging classic
rodk film , Ladies & Gentlemen,
The Rolling Stones.
The act has been done before,
and it's been done better. It is
hoped that this band will either
get it together or retire,
sometime before their futuristic
name becomes present reality.
The headlining band was the
Boyzz, who proudly bill
themselves from Illinois (pronounce it Illinoize) . A band with
much potential, the Boyzz also
had a vocal. problem, a problem
that revolved around the simple
fact that singer, Dirty Dan Buck,
is an amateur.
Buck's voice was not very present in the music, although his
body on stage most certainly
was. The audience could see
from the outset that this over
confident, unpolished singer's
roots also laid in the
performances of Mick Jagger,
and most probably Ian Anderson.
too, as he haphazardly jumped
all about the stage, making sure
the crowd knew he was up there.
We knew, but we wished we
didn't have to, because this band,
whose set was very similar to
1994' s in many respects, also had
an above average guitarist, two
in fact , in the persons of Mike
Tafoya and Gi!Pini.
Tafoya and Pini excited the
crowd, but could not get them on

their feet until the beginning of
the very last number, when Dirty
Dan, who thought he was in command of the entire situation,
pulled a boner that he, or the rest
of the band, will not too soon
forget.
Dan announced that some of
the members of Aerosmith were
backstage, and that with a little
persuasion, would probably come
on stage for a number or two.
This immediately attracted tha
crowd' s attention, as everyone
rose to their feet, and the aisles
filled ith exuberant Aerosmith
frans.
The crowd waited, screaming,
"We want Steven Tyler!" " Joe
Perry is the greatest!". and
other niceties that Aerosmith
would have found encouraging,
especially since this same crowd
was only minutes before screaming obscenities at Buck and HisBoyzz. But, as this concert goer
expected, no members of
Aerosmith appeared on stage,
and Kent Cooper, the Boyzz'
drummer, beat out a fast blues
boogie which kept some kind of
order on stage as he and the rest
of the band tried to find out ju.st
what the hell was going to come
off.
Buck came back on stage to a
now fanatic crowd screaming,
"Aerosmith!" at the top of their
lungs, and told them that

Aerosmith had better things to do
tonight than to jam with the
Boyzz'. Boos filled the Riviera,
and they weren't the kind that
builds a band's spirits. Buck then
asked a silly question. " Would
you rock and roll with us
anyway? "
he pleaded .
Obscenities again filled the air.
The Boyzz may have
something going for them, but it
isn't much of a consolation for a
crowd who has just been promised Aerosmith.
The crowd filed out, di~ted
instead of satisfied. The Boyzz
had a chance to really boost their
reputation in Chicago, and a
stupid mistake like that, despite
lousy vocals, might have really
crippled their careers.
It immediately reminded me of
former President Ford and His
Polish blunder. That one blunder.
some people feel , cost Ford
$000,00 and a continued career as
President of the United States.
The Boyzz may have lost their
status as one of the more prominent bands to come out of our
hwnble state, because of an over
exuberant, non experienced
spokesperson for the band.
Hopefully, Dirty Dan Buck
learned Friday that because
some good bands can be talked
into " free concerts", a professional band just will not make
a decision like that during a 2-4
riff.

Proceeds collected from admission, four thousand cans of
assorted foods. will be donated to
the Little Children of the Poor in
order to make this Thanksgiving
for them a little more meaningful
and a lot more plentiful. Good
idea WLUP, but let's move our
own little cans next time and put
on a show that we can really say
was worth the beans.
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l

The following concerts are
scheduled at Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn Mawr at
St. Louis Ave. Unless otherwise
noted, the concerts are open to
the public without charge. Dates
· may be subject to change. Call
583-4050 , extension 561 or 573, for
information.
October 17, 1 pm
Northeastern Illinois University
Jazz Ensemble rhythm section,
" The Northeast~rn Connection."

1

Commuter Center.
October 19, 8 pm
Northeastern Illinois University
Jazz Bank, Aaron Home, director. University auditorium.
October ZO, 7 :30 pm
Faculty voice recital, Sister
Maureen Sauer, soprano, and
quest
artists.
University
auditorium.
October 31, 1 pm
Student recital.

Recital

Hall

A-131.
Northeastern Illinois University
November Z, 8 pm
Jazz Lab, Joe Lil, Student DirecNortheastern Illinois University tor. University auditorium.
Concert Choir and Chamber November 16, 8 pm ·
Orchestra, James Lucas, direc- Schubert series. " Schubert's
tor. University auditorium .
Chamber Music."
William
November 7, 8 pm
Schutt, piano; Vincent Oddo,
Schubert Series. " Die Schone viola, and guest artists. Program
Mullerin," a cycle of twenty will inctude the " Trout" quintet.
songs, Ronald Combs, baritone, November ZS, 1 pm
and Allen Anderson, piano. · Student recital. Recital hall A-131
Recital hall A-131.
December 1 and 9, 8 pm
November 9, 1 pm
Northeastern Illinois University
Student voice recital. Recital hall Opera Workshop, Ronald Combs,
A-131
director. " 1be Bartered Bride"
November 15, 8 pm
by Semetana. Admission Charge
Northeastern Illinois University TTO
PUBLIC . University
Band, Edgar Gangware, direc- auditorium .
tor. University auditorium.
December 3, 1 pm
November.16, 1 pm
Northeastern Illinois University

Opera Workshop, Ronald Combs,
director. "1be Bartered Bride"
by Smetana. Admission charge to
public. University auditorium.
December 6, 8 pm
Northeastern Illinois University
Wind Ensemble, Edgar . 8.
Gangware, director. University
auditorium.
December 7, 1 pm
Northeastern Illinois NUniversity Brass Ensemble, Harold
Harmon, director. Lecture hall
1002, classroom building. Bryn
Mawr at Central Park AAve.
December 12, 1 pm and 8 pm
Northeastern Illinoii. University
Perct:ssion Ensemble, Edgar B.
Gangware. director, University
auditorium.

HEAR AGAIN STEREO

l.

In Th~.Twentieth
Century

Chicago 's used and demostereo specialists offer 100%
guaranteed used and demo stereo components at 40% to
70% off "new " prices. This_weeks one of a kind specials:

THE PERSONAL COLUMN

Lovelorn Lunacies
and Laten Laisons
by Duane Cerny
- F-umble through these pages treating
the whole of
during any free moment of your Northeastern to their royal
busy life and you will undoubted- words. The court jester was one
ly find yourself turning mind- week, then the King, then a noble
lessly to the column marked knight, etc. It was like reading
' PERSONAL.' You won't know Robin Hood and his Merry Men
why your suddenly reading as- on a college level.
sorted words of gibberish, but
I've asked about a bit to see if
you' 11 tell yourself that this week anyone knows the identity of
m ight be the one in which you' ll these F ARGONIANS, and I have
receive a little note from some come across some rather insick friend with an equally sick teresting ans·.vers.
sense of humor. More often then
One person told me that
not, you'll probably end up scan- FARGONIA was Northeastern's
ning the messages with a tooth- gay community, and that this
Jess comb, reading in things that way the way they kept in touch.
aren't even there, and eventually "The next best thing to being
tell yourself that one of them there," or something like that.
must be referring to you, though
1be second person told me that
you're not quite sure which one. FARGONIA was Northeastems
Well, Northeasternites, you can straight community, and that
now put your questions to bed this was the way they kept in
without the sanctity of marriage touch. To quote m y source : "At
for the answers to your least it keeps them off the
journalistic Jonliness are here streets."
within.
And the third person, well he
Take a look at the PERSONAL said that F ARGONIA isn't in the
column, take a good, analytic PERSONAL.5; to him it' s a state
look at the words and their of mind. This reminded me to
message , and you' ll discover that stop talking to beal'Qed protheir literal interpretations are fessors .
borader than Jane Russel at a
Clearly then. F ARGONIA is
Playtex
convention. The some sort of underground joke
messages are almost always so with a subnormal pWlchline. It' s
loosely written that they can a~ the type of thing that Howard
Jy to almost anyone, anywhere, Cosen would laugh at. But the
who has even the minutest · point , you see , is that
knowledge of living and FARGONIA, like every other
breathing. (This, of course, word
t ha t
c rosses the
would naturally exclude those PERSONAL column, is written
who support the Zone parking for you, the bleary-eyed readers
program as· a brainscan would of this newspaper. It' s ttue that
prove that they are mentally de- not every word relates directly to
ad.) The names and nicknames, you, but inadvertently through
phrases and phrasology uf the en- your own roving readership. the
tire PERSONAL menagerie messages you find are yours to
almost seem to scream out in keep. No money down, nothing to
their innocence to wild in- pay, and not a sane phrase in any
terpretations. Now you may sentence.
think that none are actually being
So the next time you' re changwritten to you, that your friends · ing the paper in the bird cage,
aren' t the type to write · take a second look at that blurb of
personals , but remember then words marked PERSONAL. You
that you were wrong about Nixon may not find your psuedo-silent
too.
schoolmates calling you out to
To defend my irrationality, Jet play, but just remember that
us begin with F ARGONIA. If F ARGONIA is never more than a
you've followed the PERSONAL.5 dirty laugh away.
in the PRINT like the good little
readers that you are, then you (Author's note : Any comments
know that F ARGONIA has no regarding this column should be
borders, no politics, and ~ forwarded through the PRINT ofparently no intelligence, but for fice . Poison pen letters, ransom
veritable semesters the people of demands, and bomb threats must
FARGONIA have sent their be turned in before Tuesday at
messa~es through the PRINT, noon.)

Sansui 881 Demo

$249.95

Yamaha CR 450

$219.95

.Sherwood 7110

$125.00

Dual 1209

$59.95

Jensen 23

$49.95 each

Crown IC 150 ,
BSA 310 with cartridg e
Tec h n ics 630
AR3

+

$179.95
$25.00
$ 139.95
$79.95 each

Muc Much More!! Complete systems from
$75 to $750. HEAR AGAIN 7002 N. California
Chicago 338-7737
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''Clones and Clowns''
THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL is Austrian Jew who is modeled so
an attempt to revive the most closely on the real Nazi hunter.
durable villians of all times. the Simon WiesenthaL one could
Nazis. The Third Reich may not think he is the clone in this sushave lasted a thousand years but penseless tale.
it is currently alive and well and
It may be interesting to note
living in South America.
that Olivier played the exact role
If we are to accept the premise that Peck is given in the 1976
behind this supposed thriller film. MARATHON MAN .... The
based on the best selling page character was called Szell but
turner by Ira Levin. the losing Mengele by any other name is
survivors of WWII have still Mengele. Once you've seen
established a Little Bavaria on one Angel of Death. you've seen
the Pampas. complete with enough.
beergardens, marching bands
The supporting Nazis are still
and lots of young sons . and- on~ the same consistency of
daughters of Aryan charac- cardboard they were in the proteristics.
paganda films in the forties .
And deep in a jungle retreat is James Mason is wasted in an utthe ever popular Dr. Josef terly thankless · role. In fact.
Mengele, sternly played by Olivier plays the only character
Gregory Peck with shoe polish in worth watching. not because he
his hair, who is working on this ' is acting up a storm but rather
real nifty plan to clone Adolf , that he gets the more amusing
Hitler, not once but ninety four lines.
times.
A reporter friend ( played by

Laurence Olivier ( as the Nazi) and Gregory Peck ( as the Nazi I wrestle to the death which is no way for respectable actors to behave.

If you're still with me, the plot
calls for the assasination of ninety four men between the ages of
sixty-three and sixty-eight in a
two and a half year period. Why
knock off these particular civil
servants who are close to retirement anyway. is a question you
will find the film answers near
the end of the picture. It's not
hard to figure out, but if they let
everyone in on the reasoning early on very few of the audience
members _would choose to stay
for the closing credits.
On the side of truth, justice and
the preservation of funny old
Jewish men is Lord Laurence
Olivier, thought to be the most
revered member of the acting
profession. He plays an amusing

Denhom Elliot) asks Olivier,
(who has been given the basic details of the Nazi's mad scheme by
a nice Jewish boy's last
phonecall) if he realizes how
many men between the ages of
sixty-three and sixty-eight die
everyday.
Olivier. who plays a character
in his mid-sixties. gives Elliot a
slightly worried look and replies.
"I try not to think about it. "
THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL.
who in fact are from Paraguay.
trivializes the work of Simon
Wiesenthal and the crimes of Dr.
Josef Mengele. But this is not its
greatest fault. In the name of
fntertainment the movie provides very little. Mel Brooks proved that Nazis are sometimes a

laughing matter but he never lost
out our attention.
Director Franklin J . Schaffner
( THE PLANET OF THE APES
. and PAPILLON) litterly lulls us
to sleep and then to conclude
throws in some stage blood and
killer Dobennans to keep the audience from snoozing through the
second show by mistake.
GOIN' SOUTH is the first film
Jack Nicholson has made since
he received the Oscar for Best
Actor in ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCKOO'S NEST. It's a rambunctious comedy set in the difficult years following the
American Civil War.
He plays Henry Moon. a third
rate outlaw and a veteran of the
infamous Quantril' s Raiders.
While Colonel Quantril was burning down Lawrence. Kansas.
Henry Moon was ttJe..Confederate
Irregulars' cook.
A colorful character to be sute.
he has the good fortune to be
caught and sentenced to hang for
horsethieving in Longhorn. Texas where they have a town or-

pirty. She needs Moon to .work wearing his pistol over his
her possible gold mine and to act private parts, but his scenes are
as a buffer to her now former unfortunately few in numbef.
Nicholson was involved in two
suitors which include the deputy
sheriff and the railroad represen- noteworthy Westerns early in his
career, one of which, RIDE IN
tative.
GOIN' SOUTH is directed by THE WHIRLWIND. he wrote.
picture and THE
Jack Nicholson and stars Jack That
Nicholson. So it. is not surprising SHOOTING ( 1967) were directed
he enjoys most the focus. Mary by Monte Hellman. Nicholson reSteenburgen, in her first film. cently completed an uneven
THE
MISSOUR
does. however. manage to keep western.
BREAKS. with Marlon Brando.
pace with his antics.
At one point in the film, Moon However. the film was more unmust hold up the stagecoach in even due to Brando. than to
order to have a conversation with Nichols.on. who seemed right at
his wife who is leaving him. She home.
GOIN' SOUTH is his second attells the driver and town
marshall not to pay any attention tempt at directiflg. In his first
to him. " He's just showing off." DRIVE . HE SAID. in 1971., he did
she declares. not too impressed not act in the film . The script in
the current film is slight but the
by his actions.
Showing off is what Nicholson cinematography is superb.
does best in this film. He grins Nestor Almendros, who is
and grimaces, and stomps responsible for the unequivocally
around in a try to bamboozle his stunning photography in DAYS
way into her bedroom. secure her OF HEAVEN, also w~ hard at
gold and hightail out for Mexico work in this picture.
Nicholson is now in the position
for some of those "slow days and
to pick and choose his pictures.
fast nights.·'

Jack Nicholson ( centerl holds up the stagecoach to get back Mary Steenburgen and his share of their .
gold as drivers Bob Wilson and Richard Bradford look on.
dinance that stipulates that any
While Nicholson is the prin- He is now at work with Stanley
woman of property can save a
cipal clown in GOIN' · SOUTH. Kubrick filming THE SHINING.
man condemned to die for any
there are others in the cast who With this power to do what he
crime, except murder, by enter- show promise. Christopher Lloyd wants, it is refreshing to see he
ing into marriage with the con(who palyed the patient with the decided on this slightly wraped
demned criminal.
burning in his pant' s cuff in western to test his skills as direcThe Civil War has depopulated CUCKOOS NEST) is the squirre- tor and comic character actor.
the available local males and a
ly and revenge bent Deputy
GOIN' SOUTH is an oddball
good number of the upstanding Sheriff.
frontier love story that is still
citizens are "ordinance
His assistant is played by John another sign that the western is
husbands," Moon finds out after Belsuhi. This film was made not a dead genre. Nicholson has
being saved momentarily from
before ANIMAL HOUSE but held provided some more good news
going to the bone orchard.
up in production. Belushi plays a for the sagebrush afficienados.
His rescuer, a prim , purposeful Mexican deputy and is directed Like the backrods to the Mexico
women of some breeding and by Nicholson with a severely border. it is not always smooth
solemn but fine features. has not tight rein. Occasionally Belushi going but you' II be glad you made
chosen him out of selflessness or seems to slip in a bit ; such as the trip tp see GOIN' SOUTH.

Join Woodsy.
Give 'a hoot. Don't pollute.
Work out ways to
make wastes useful.
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The Loop - Fm 98 - Offers You
3 Years Of Freedom . . . .
3 Years To Do .Anything You Want .

10 Thousond o Yeor For 3 Yeors:

30 THOUSAND DOLLARS
2nd PRIZE:
3rd PRIZE:

Trip for Two _to Club med in mOrtinique
Trip for Two to Los Vegos

Freedom Guides A,e Available At 0ve, 400. Chicago 0uttetsl

Listen To The Loop - Fm 98 - For Details.
Vold Whe~e Prohibited By low. Where Trips Or merchandise Constitute Prizes. Cosh Will Not Be Substituted For Prizes.
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Albank Protectors will keep you
warm and dr~.

The rain knows when you're having fun, and will do its best to spoil it for you.
We don '. t like to see that happen. So we'll give you a FREE Albank Protector
poncho in sturdy vinyl, when you deposit $300 or more in a new or existing
passbook savings account.•• Or when you deposit $300 in a new or existing checking account.' A $10.95 value, you can carry your poncho wherever
you go, in its·own featherweight carrying case. If it starts
to rain, just wrap yourself in its generous folds, and
you can cycle, run, jump, even watch football
games-it hangs loose and easy. It has a hood
for your head so you won't catch cold, and
underarm snaps, if you want to hug it closer
to you. In youth and adult sizes.
So hurry and make that $300 deposit
while our supply of ponchos lasts!
A limit of one FREE youth or adult Al bank
Protector poncho for each passbook savings or checking account. Stop in or fill out
the convenient coupon (at right) and mail it to
us with your passbook. If you're opening a
new passbook savings or checking account,
we'll handle all the details for you.
Get highest passbook savings interestand your FREE Albank Protector poncho. It will
save the day for you so often, you'll never want
to leave home without it.
• • 120-day deposit minimum. Early withdrawals subject to substantial
penalties as prescribed by Federal law.
No monthly service charge with S300 minimum deposit and $200
minimum monthly balance.

,

FER.
r-----------------------------

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,1

To: Albany Bank & Trust Company

Al bank Plaza• 3400 W. Lawrence Avenue• Chicago, Illinois 60625

I/We wish to open
add to

D

D 5% Regular Passbook.

(Minimum 120-day S300 deposit)"

I/We wish to open
add to

D

D a checking account.

(No monthly service charge with S300 minimum
deposit and S200 minimum monthly balancet

Name(s) (Please print.)

J
:

I

E

I/We enclose a check

for S,, - - - - - - - - - - ($300 minimum) to be
deposited in my existing
savings account,
number _ _ _ _ _
for which the passbook
is enclosed.

D

~

I/We enclose a check

for$ _ _ _ _ _ __
($300 minimum) to be
deposited in my new savings
account . Please mail me my
new passbook.

D

Address

I
I
I

D

I/We enclose a check

for$,,--_ _ _ _ __
($300 minimum) to be
deposited in my

City
State. Zip

0

•(A limit of one FREE youth or adult Albank Protector
poncho for each passbook savings or checking account .
Please ship

D youth-size
D adult-size Albank Protector poncho(sl.

L IMPORTANT: Please be sure to enclose your savings passbook.

existing checking account ,

~

number _ _ _ _ _

O

D

new checki~g account.
Please mail me my
new checkbook.

-----------------------------

J

·National Association
Member FDIC

AL13AN~
Serving your financial needs for a quarter of a century.
Albany Bank & Trust Company N.A. *

Al bank Plaza • 3400 West Lawrence Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60625 • Phone: (312) 267. 7300
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Disco Jim,
Barbershop Quintet.
How come Disco Nick is hold· Please get ready to run when
ing
the title? Let's get movin.
i we sing the efforts of our Satur-1
Donna
day morning venture. or we'll all
Jugs,
be dead.
Love. Ear Roberta,
Any one for temis? Add in or
Glad to see you joining the sisadd out? Better ask the coack
ters
at parties. Hope you enjoyed
with the backhanded ways.
•••
yourself.
Speed Patty, Don' t Worry!

Personals

...

•••

•••

•••

Lucy,
'Thanks for the pictures from
basketball. Say hello to Noreen - Royce,
and don' t get too dnmk on . I almost caught an eager
beaver, but he got away while I
Fridays OK!
The six o'clock visitor wasn't looking.
Sullivan
•••
•••
Quags,
Let's play one one on one Sven Glinkerman,
basketball with Mary and Nick.
I suppose you now realire just
and this time we will win hands . how much you have missed these
down. Keep on writing those fan- illustrous halls of higher learntastic sports stories - I' II be read- ing.
ing them .
Love. Patti
The ex-UNI Donna

...

Frankensteins bunch.
Get Off!! !
Disco Nick

Hutch,
Partners for life!

•••

Starsky

Jan.
Where is deadbeat?

Greg,
Northbrook is not as . good as
Glencoe. You probably noticed
because of the eggs.

•••

Dear Rocky,
HI!
From.

•••

Crash

Starsky,
It was well worth the wait,
don' t you think? ·
Hmch

•••

Marilyn - ( secretary to the Dept.
of Counselor Ed)
Everything is going great at
Northern - Say hello to everybody
for me. I'm being good.
Donna

•••

Dear Starsky,
If you ever think of taking up
the work don't forget your
partner!
Hutch

•••

The Psychology Department's
Career Planning Center provides
JOB MATCHING SERVICES for
Psych majors looking for immediate full or part-time employment in the field.
Come to S313 - D or call ext .
676, 668.

•••

Little Sisters, and fraters,
Looking forward to the barn
party! It win be Hayful of fun .

To all the Little sister Pledges.
•••
It was · great to see all your
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
to you!
beautiful faces at the meeting
Sunday. How did we ever survive HAPPY BIRTHDAY to you! !
. HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR
without you?
Love; The Little Sisters JEANA,
YOU DESERVE IT YOU DO.
•••

Schlems,
Good luck on your next game.

•••

Jim,
It was the most wonderful moment in my life I had! !
Nick

•••

•••
Eg o-head I hope your Birthday
was a happy one!
The Little Sisters
***

Nick .
There' s a rumor!
P .S. You ain't got no intestinal
fortitude .
***

Tricky Dicky. ·
Happy B-Da:v
Quagmire

***

Lightbulb.
You light up my life .
In-the-purse

•••

.So YOu Think YOu Know the World Series
byJay GeUer
The seventy-fifth World Series
is upon us .and everyone is thinking ba<;k on his or her favorite
series .
Here is .a few World Series
questions to test your memory.
I. What was the first team to
win the first World Series? : (a .)
New York Giants, ( b. ) Pittsburgh Pirates, (c.) BMton Red
Sox, ( d. ) Chicago Cubs.
2. Only a few pitchers have
won 3 games in a series, but whc>
was the last pitcher and what
series did he win them in? : (a .)
Sandy Koufax - 1963, (b.) Mickey
Lolich - 1968, ( c.) Whitey Ford 1961, (d.) BobGibson - 1967.
3. What .player has the record
for the most home n.ms hit in
World Series play? : (a. ) Babe
Ruth. ( b.) Hank Aaron. (c.) Yogi
Berr~. \ d. ) Mickey Mantle.
4. Everyone knows that the
N.Y. Yankees have won more
World Series than any other
team. But what team has lostthe
most World Series? : (a .) New
York Yankees, ( b.) Chicago
Cubs, ( c .) St. Louis Cardinals.
(d.) Philadelphia Phillies.
5. What World Series manager
has been in the most series?: (a.)...
Conni.e Mack - Philidel~a A's,
(b.) J oe McCarthy - Yankees and
Cubs, (c.) Casey Sterigal

Yankees, (d.) Walter Alston Brooklyn and L. A. Dodgers.
6. In the final game of the 1977
World Series, Reggie Jackson hit
three home runs against Dodger
pitching. Against whom did he hit
his final homer off of? : (a.> Burt
Hooton, (b.) Charlie Hough, (c.l
Doug Rau, ( d.) Mike Garman.
7. The largest crowd ever to
witness a World Series game? :
(a .) Between 70.000 and 80,000,
(b.) Between 80.000 and 90,000,
(c.) Between 90,000 and 100,000.
8. T The highest a hitter ever
hit in, a World Series is .625.
Which of these players did that? :
(a.) Johnny Bench - 1976, ( b.)
Babe Ruth - 1928, ( c.) Lou Gerig 1928, ( d .) Thurman Munson 1976.
,
9. What pitcher holds the record for · most saves in World
Series play? : (a.) Rollie Fingers.
(b.) Paul Linblad. (c.) Whitey
Ford, ( d.) Christy Mathewson.
10. The last time the Cubs won
a pennant was in 1945. When was
the last year the Cubs won the
World Series? : (a .) 1929. ( b.)
1908, ( c .) 1932. (d. ) 1910.
(Continued on page 3)

Football .
Schedule Changes

MOTHERS
STUDENTS
WE NEED YOU
Your spare time Is worth top pey to you.
Typlets
Secretaries

Key Punch
Call Da,s lwHllllt I •WffUNI

SPRING , SUMME.R
FALL IN TENSIVES
COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
GMAT, VAT , SAT
GRE , OCAT ,
INTENSIVE MCAT
LSAT
NEXT MONTH :
GRE, LSAT , SAT
6216 N. Clark

ill 6066

(312) 764-5151

Chicago

for lniormatlon About Otlltr Centers
In Major US Cities I Abroad
Outside NY State
CAU. TILL PIii: ...m.na

by Dick Quagliano
Louis will be those affected.
Athletic Director . " Spin"
Because of this, UNI will have
Salario announced early this only two home games. The first
· w~k a change in the varsity foot- will be . October 21 against
ball team's schedule. This Sagina w Valley. This game will
change will not affect who be at Luther North H.S. 5700 W.
Northeastern will play, but Berteau. The other home game
rather the sites of the games.
will be against Mi1ton College.
Salario said that the reason for This game will be held at Loyola
the change \Yas due to the un- Academy; Edens Expressway at
availability of Dyche Stadium at Lalce Ave. This was the third
Northwestern
Univers ity . game that was affected by the
Because of this inconvienance move from Northwestern.
call5ed by Northwester, ·UNI has
been forced to change two games
Since the team has only two
originally scheduled for home home games, .Salario . urges UNI
games to away contests. The students to attend these games
games ; October 14 against and support the team. The games
Eureka and November 4 agaimt are free to UNI students who
Washington . •University of St. show their I.D._at the gate.

Figure Clerks

FIie Clerks
Switchboard Operators
Reception ists
-keepers

TEMPORARY GIRL
A division of
Temporary Service
5901 N. Cicero,
Chicago 545.4493
48411 Goll Road,

Skokie 6TT-11 81
3150 Des Plalnea Ave .,
Des Plaines 2118-0990
n W. WHhlngton,
Chicago 372-3315

BONUS GIFTS
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For
Sale
FORSALE

Jenny,
I am glad to see you went to
match concepts at least once this
semester ...
P .J .S.

1972 Chrysler New Yorker: excellent condition. Everything
powered
( brakes, windows.
doors, seats and steering) . New'
shocks and Exhaust system. Air
conditioned with AM-FM Radio ·
and front and rear speakers.
48,000 miles. Excellent buy for
$1500 or best offer. Contact
Marco Paz after 10 p.m.
PHONE : 478-2981.

Dominick.
It was nice to talk to you you' re a ·really sweet person and
thanks for taking the time to
listen. I hope we can get together
again some time.
Barbara

•••

•••

•••

BICYCLE : IO-speed Schwinn
Super-Sport model.
Yellow.
man's design. SHARP CONDITION - CALL: Tom· 588-3267.
$250.00.

RobMaas,
Happy birthday to the
smoothest dancer around.
Love. your Ginger

For sale:
um HONDA 125 cc. Dirt/Street
motorcycle. Mtm sell! $700.00 or
best offer. CALL: 28S-548'7.

RO-PE-EL,
Thanks for bringing me with on
Friday night. I hope we can do it
again!!!
· "You I can't dance"

•••

For Sale :
Great Christmas or Wedding Gift
for someone else or yourself.
Fantastic Waterless Stainless
Steel Cookware at a fantastic
price. CALL: 1.86-2248 after 4
p.m.

•••

FORSALE
Honda '75 CVCC Civic. M.odem
front wheel drive and 4 speed
shift gives great handling.
Regular gas saves money with
great mileage. Engine, body,
everything in top condition.
Reduced to $1950, well below
normal price for -this model. Call
ev~s 673-8868. Can be_seen on
campus, call-Ext. 684.

·-

Coodominil.m for sale, 5 attractive rooms. Large modem
kitchen, c·arpeted, first floor,
back yard $44,500 ?.8llO W. Berwyn
St. ( 5300 N. l Call 334-5282.

•••

. GUITARS: Conrad, mid-si7Jed
classical ( nylon stringed) model
w/case $75.00. Yamaha child si7.e
(nylon stringed) classical model
w/case $75.00. CALL: Tom 588-3267.

•••

Viola Case : · Unusual omom
case, holds two violas and 4 bows.
NEW CONDITION. $250.00 ·
CALL: Tom - 583-3267.

•••

FORSALE
1970 Maverick, 2-door, 6 cyl. ,
auto. trans., radio, new tires.
Best offer. Ron218-7se&.

•••
•••

FORSALE
'74 Pinto. Autom .. AC. Front Disc
Brakes. Like New Tires. Low
·Mileage, Clean body and vinyl
top. Just tuned. Asking $1400.
Call 744-6299 and ask for Heidi.

Personals
Khana,
Let's get snowbound this year
at Janet's.

...

''B",
We've heard all those things
you've been doing at UNI - Better
tell the guys to keep both eyes on
you..
"D" 8KG

ahead in Hi'story. (Get my
DRIFT!l
Big Bird' s little SIS

•••

To Diana T -~ ,
Happy belated birthday!
Sept. 25
Golden Flute

•••

To Andy' s Disco car.
Let' s hear it for all those wonderful voices. Keep oo discoing.
Hot child in the city

•••

Coogratulations on making the
Rah Rah·squad.' Knew you could
make it. Maybe' now you can get

•••

••.•

•••

Como Cozzi ' l' .
Have another shot for 11}e. I
might not have seemed to appreciate the talk you gave to me
but I did. Thanks! !
ComoCozzi '2'

•••

Jimmy,
I love to watch your gorgeow;
body swaying to the beat. Keep it
inoving!!!
· Here, there and everywhere

•••

Reed,
You are such a great person to
talk to. It is jtm a pleasure to
have you smile even at my
bizzare behavior. rm looking
forward to seeing you again.
The last rose

Cheryl,
I am so in to you.

•••

Love 1 for3

J.

Love,
Golden F1ute

Libby.
Thanks for the card. It's nice to
lmow you care.
Patti

•wwTo Steve K .•
It is nice being in Physics class
with you. Maybe on the next test
I can copy from you. Jtm kiddi ng.'
Golden Flute

Greg,
Sorry to hear that your car got
egged . .

•••

It's easier said than done. I
miss you.
??????

•••

•••

•••

•••

Greg, .
How' s Dr. Dand Rover?

•••

KOKO,
How' s Hardrock and Joe?

•••

Pl)ilosopher

Dear Jim.
Counting the days till your
legal!

•••

BoulaBoula.
• Here it is your first personal of
the year. I was wondering if that
tour was still available!
S. Glinkerman

•••

To Jacques Cousteau,
I saw you were very excited
watching the family movies Friday, but I don' t think that lg was
a very good substitution.
Sven Glinkerman

•••

lg,
Boy are you gungy!

•••

Sven

Ingrid,
Thanks for the disco lesson . . .
you dance even better than Rob.
Sven

•••

Joans.
You are the cutest person in
that poster shop. Sorry I didn't
stop by again last Monday,
although it seems I was interrupting something. Fill me in.
Sven Glinkerman

•••

MURF,

had a nice trip.

Mar,
Can't wait till you come her. we
will have a great time doing
everything we shouldn' t do.
Love, me

•••

Liz,
I tried! !!

a

What were you trying to say to
me last Monday? I hope that you

Jeff Scheithe,

J

For sale :
•••
Young, healthy Peach-faced
Shouldn't F1ash Gordon be love birds. Home raised $15 each.
. Population explosion - can't hanFleshier?
•••
dle the bird increase. Phooe : RO
To all T.K.E . Little Sisters and 3-7647.
•••
Pledges I hope your Flmd-raiser
Patty,
is a Success! ·
Looking · forward to the
Mwph
•••
walkout. A new Friend.
•••
NanyNanu,
Maybe we can get rid of the Dear P .J .S. ,
You are one of a kind! I Love
cylons on party nights and find
Appollo and Starbuck coming out ya!
R.J.S.
of their starships and let' s hope it
•••
doesn't take centons to get
them!!!
Battlestar Galactica To our Kosher Florence Hen•••
derson,
Dear Colt "35"
You are
very HEADY
Play 'Misty' for Me! !
woman, keep up the good work .
✓ Love always
Sven
"Rwnor has it"
•••
•••
Patti,
To coin a phrase ; This might
To · the foxiest babes in the be the start of something great! !
Love
school C and L,
.
S.G.
Roses are red
Buses are green
C'mon babes,
•••
let' s make the scene!!!
Disco Nick,
Your truly
You' ve conquered UNI - How
•••
about coming to NIU and struttin
Coonie,
your stuff;
How do Friday nights and Sal
The ex UNl's Donna and Mike
(C., R .• J. ,.. .) go together?
•••
The UNI Band wants to know Mother and Jugs,
•••
Let's poni porn! I've still got
"Grass" hopper,
mine - how about you?
You can rely on me to help you
(Speed)
fmd your "Raid:"
•••
"Shirley Temple"

ToRudyM.,

Jenny,
Happy one year anniversary!
You did it!
Love. an old life guard

'lbanks for having us over
Saturday. It wa a lmique kind of
rambling experience, and believe
me, I won't soon forget that day.
Freck

•••

Celeste.
•••
Do not attempt to chase me
Adriana ,
away as it only strengthens my This weekend, we must go out..
desire for you.
rm going crazy studying and rm
(a line)
sure you are too.
•••
Commander
To Sharon,
•••
Thanks, for being you.
KOKO,
Fll3142
Saturday Night Live, Second
•••
City and Bonkers! All have what
Tk.e. Little Sisters wanttosay.
it takes. (you watching).
"Giv~ your sweetheart a flower '
Very Punny
on Sweetest Day". In .Village
•••
Square on Thursday. October 19, Chris,
1978 from 10-3.
Do you really bowl better than

•••

106?

To Kevin Sprow.
Bowling 88 & 102
Best of luck on your upcoming ·
•••
race to the Student Senate . Marina,
You' re destined for greatness
Next time, copy off of Chris.
and we' re proud to be there
The Marketeers
beside you.
•••
Your rallying supporters
Karen,
•••
Wear your Paris T-shirt and
brag some, will ya. Dr. Chartier,
Where are we going this year?
•••
To: Navigator, P .R., and Pilot
ia cute pilot at that),
Coonie,
I believe that the mission was a
Who is it this weekend? You
success. Even tho we hit a lot of probably have plenty to choose
flak and at times it looked as tho from.
•••
we wouldn't make it, we pulled
through. By the way next time I Pledges of LSA,
will be more of my own sweet
FIFTY
self.
The sisters
•••
Coordinator Uncle Donny
•••
Marina and Chris,
Dear Rob,
When are you getting married?
Happy Birthday to you!
•••
Love me! 7-11 ,
•••
Is there a red light on in your
Dear T ~Bird,
window?
Actually, you seem to be more
11 & 12
of a " cuckoo" bird to me. All the•••
time I've lmown you, you were Bert :
never like this. Could you be How do you like being invisible?
molting?
•••
Signed, Gene,
A Grammar School Friend How is your love life?? Have
•••
you tried using Ultra-Brite?
Dear Tom ,
A friend
I've got a new working
•••
schedule - should be able to play
To cure the world of overa game of pool soon.
population. we are /taking steps
Celeste to dispose of unwanted and use-·
less individuals.
If you have Golden Eagle Fever
Now taking applications for
there is a vaccine available from the 2nd four removals ( the first
me!
four spots are taken) So, if you
Dr. Winston o' Boogie-1978 have someone in mind ...

...
•••

•••

Tom ,
Does · one often get a pressurized mouth after drinking
Irish Coffee?
Rosa

To the other half of the
Professional Hecklers : Had fun
at your house Sunday-we really
must cut some more.
Your other half

•••

Slaron Linda Carrie,
You have a terminal case of the
cutes.

•••

D.W. from Glencoe,
· Beware of my goof off days. I
still )Vant to hear your clarinet.
At the stroke of eleven on Sunday
nights I become Dr. G.

•••

CCAB GOES UNDER! (the week
of October l6thl

•••

Disco Lady,
Hang in _tl'M:!re! J know we can
get through it.
· · Let's Trade Places

•••

Laura, ·

Happy ·Birthday

to you. Hope
this is one · of the best years in
your life: ·
Love .
Sister Spider

•••

Welcome backJ.D.!

•••
Sink any more subs Bimb?

•••

CCAB

Free adorable and Omfy kittens
to keep you warm during these
cool autumn eveninp. Call
Celeste 631-205t.

•••
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Eagles Cage Cougars

_

Punter Charlie Bliss gets one off against a hard Cougar rush.

,.~

by John Stepal ·
In a game which head coach
Dan Lanno termed as " one that
meant a lot in terms of confidence among the players."
Northeastern walloped Concordia last Saturday by a 24-7
score. In raising their record to
2-3 ( 1-1 in conference play) the
Eagles rolled up 416 total yards
and completely dominated play
against a weak Cougar team.
After the game Lanno stated.
·' All we wanted to do was
establish a running game." Thus
far in 1978 UNI has had trouble
moving the ball on the ground.
but against the Cougars found the
going to their liking. Sam
Donatucci (80) . Rafe Rivera (69) .
and Jim Greenhill (43) combined
for 192 yards. Also deserving
credit for this is Northeastern's
revamped offensive line. Left
tackle Mike Sternberg, left guard
Frank Laurie. center Bill Boyle.

right guard Harvey Meyers. and
right tackle Lou Marsico continually pushed the Cougar line
back for big yardage.
When Concordia did stop the
run. Charlie Bliss took to the air.
completing 11 of 18 for 138 and a
TD. With Northeastern in control
the entire game, however. Bliss
passed only to keep the defense
honest and not the other way
around. as in previous weeks.
The first Eagle score ~as set
up by a fumbled punt recovery by
Bill Parker on Concordia's 13.
This set up a 30 yd. field goal by
Pat Shine. Defensive back Art
Thompson intercepted a pass on
the first play of the second
quarter. Ten plays later it was
ten - zip on Bliss' one yard sneak.
Northeastern's defense played
well throughout the game.
permitting only 130 yards.
Besides Thompson's theft. Scott
Humphries and Ed Miklasz also

picked off passes . Ed
Stefanowicz bolstered the line.
accounting for 14 tackles. Even
when the Cougars did manage to
move the ball, UNI prevented
any long drives and allowed just
one tally.
Bliss startled the Concordia
crowd early in the second half by
scampering 59 yar~ on an option
keeper for the Eagles's third
score. After the home team
avoided a shutout on a 9 yard
touchdown pass. Northeastern
concluded the scoring with a pass
of their own of seven yards from
Bliss to Ray Meinsen.
The Eagles' next opponent is
Eureka tomorrow. Originally
scheduled to be at Dyche
Stadium in Evanston. the contest
was switched to Eureka. On the
following Saturday UNI plays
thei r first home game at Luther
North High School against
Saginaw Valley State.

~

.

The Quagmire
~

.

.

~

A Solution to the Zebras
This year in the NFL we have
witnessed many officiating errors. These errors have been the
cause for much discussion on and
off the football field. The reason
for this is that these calls have
dec;ided the outcome of many
games.
Last year in the AFC Championship game with Denver driving late in the third quarter. Rob
Lyttle fumbled. The officials
didn' t see the fumble and ruled in
favor of Denver. On the instant
replay it was quite obvious that
Lyttle had fumbled . Denver went
on to score on the next play and
this was the deciding factor in the
game.
In the Cleveland-Pittsburgh
game. a fumble by Pittsburgh in
the overtime period was not detected by th€ officials. This cost
Cleveland the game and maybe a
chance at the playoffs.
The fumble-pass-and-kick by
Ken Stabler, Pete Banaszak. and
Dave Casper. This was the most
obvious of the three I have mentioned. The officials once again
ruled in favor of the wrong team.
Art Rooney, chief off_icial of the
NFL has publicly stated that the
officials were wrong in . their
judgements. Yet Rooney has
done nothing to rectify this problem. He has also publicly stated
that.he is not tn favor of the use of
TV instant replays. Rooney says,
" This would take away the

human factor of the game."
I disagree with Mr. Rooney.
There is a way to effectively use
TV replays and alos deep the
"human factor." This idea is presented
in SPORTS ILLUSTRATED the week . of October 5th.
In this issue SI points out a
solution to the officiating problem. Here's how it would work:
Each team would get three official " challenges" per game.
What this means is that a coach
can challenge the call of the official. There would be a "referee
in the sky." He would check the
different angles from the
cameras and then make a judgement. If he is ruled in favor of the
coach, then the referee's ruling
would be overruled. If the •·official in the sky" ruled that the
referee was correct in his judgement. then the team lodging the
challenge would be penalized 15
yards for delay_of game.
I feel that this could eliminate
many problems in the NFL. It
would also bring the NFL out of
the dark ages as far as effective
use of modern technology. When
the NFL owners meet later this
year, I would hope that they
would study this model and try to
implement it for next season.
My Picks:
I was 8-6 last week. bringing
my season total to 50-34. This
week hopefuls : Pittsburgh by 3

over Cleveland; Atlanta by 4
over Detroit ; New England by 14
over Cincinnati; Green Bay by 5
over Seattle ; Houston by 10 over
Buffalo ; Dallas by 15 over St.
Louis; Tampa Bay lzy 2 over N. Y.
Giants ; N.Y. Jets by 3 over
Baltimore ; Oakland by 8 over
Kansas Ctiy; New Orleans by 9
over San Francisco ; Los Angeles
by 6 over Minnesota ; Miami by 4
over San Diego ; Washington by 6
over Philadelphia ; and Denver
by 3 over the Bears. I still think
the Yankees will win the World
Series. Make it in seven games.
In the Catholic League. St. Rita
will defeat St. Laurence by 13.
The Golden Quail Award goes
to Right Tackle Lou Marseco. the
Golden Eagles were consistently
able to move the ball behind his
fine blocking. He also threw a
fine block that sprung Charlie
Bliss on his 60 yard touchdown
run.

Golden Quail Award wiMer Lou Marseco with an after game smile.

Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.
Join Woodsy.
Give a hoot. Don't pollute.
Work out ways to
make wastes useful.

RuMing Back Rafe Rivera getting a few of his 69 yards.

